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CAMPFIRE TALES Continued from page 114

condition — it could not be fired. The
headspace was so tight the cylinder
wouldn’t rotate with cartridges in it
and one chamber was cut so shallow a
round wouldn’t seat. The space not
used for the headspace was seemingly
added on to the front, causing excessive barrel/cylinder gap. It was time to
visit gunsmith Glen Kyser at
Buckhorn Gun Shop.

Simple? Yeah, Right
All Glen had to do was open up the
headspace to the proper dimension
and set the barrel back to re-set the
barrel/cylinder gap. Simple? Wrong!
About the only thing right on the
whole gun was the wording “44 SPECIAL” on the barrel. Glen found both
the cylinder bushing and base pin
were crooked, so they had to be
replaced. Glen made new parts. When
he tried to smooth out the action and
set the trigger pull, he found the
trigger was so dangerously soft it had
to be replaced. The cash register was
ringing again.
Next a new bolt and hand were
fitted. We made it through all of this
and all that was left was to set the
barrel back. Glen pulled the barrel and
asked me to take a look at it. In the
center of the barrel was a ring, not a
bulge, but a very small, almost indis-
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cernible, perfectly circular ring cut in
the barrel. Although I had a couple of
Colt .44 Special barrels in my project
parts box, I decided the ring was not
large enough to hurt anything so we
stayed with the original barrel.
Enough metal was removed to make
one complete turn and the
barrel/cylinder gap was properly set.
The ejector rod housing was slightly
shortened, too.
I had removed the beautiful pearl
grips and set them in a safe place until
the project was finished. Now it was
time to test-fire, so Glen asked me to
bring the pearls over for the final
check. The grips also turned out to be
a little loose so instead of retrieving
the Great Western, I left it there for the
grips to be properly fitted. This normally requires opening up the grip’s
pinholes, filling them with epoxy, and
re-cutting them for a tight fit.

Paying The Piper
A few days later my Great Western
.44 Special was ready to go. The shop
manager, Mike Rainey, also an excellent
gunsmith, met me along with Glen and
said I’d better sit down. I knew the total
bill would probably equal the original
price I had paid for this .44. They gave
me a list of all they had done and
machine time required. They felt so

badly they gave me a large discount.
The only thing Glen could figure was
the gun was originally put together with
no thought of really trying to make a
working gun of it. Perhaps it was one of
the last Great Western single actions
assembled, perhaps the fellow who put
it together just didn’t care, perhaps no
one thought anyone would ever try to
shoot it because of the lack of headspace. Perhaps.

All’s Well That Ends Well
Just as with the Colt, I passed the
point of no return and it was either fix it
or consider the money paid as just a bad
debt. The good news is the result is a
nearly perfect, custom-built .44 single
action made to my specifications and
the Great Western .44 Special does
shoot well. I always tell folks faced with
a money situation to just go ahead and
six months later they will not even miss
the money. I took my own advice and
now I don’t miss the money nor do I
even want to think about how much
money I have invested in these two .44
single actions.
They, whoever they are, say bad news
comes in threes. I just got this nickelplated 4" Triple-Lock at a rock-bottom
price because it has been so messed with.
I’m not sure I want to dig another money
pit. The man was definitely right who said
“If it looks too good to be true, it is.” $
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things I hadn’t noticed before. The
barrel was definitely Colt, but the
cylinder wasn’t right. The backstrap had
a notch at the bottom for a shoulder
shock and the mainframe seemed
thinner than normal. When I dismantled
it I found homemade springs which
would last about a dozen cyclings.
The cylinder was Italian, the backstrap and triggerguard were from a
replica percussion revolver and the frame
had definitely been polished thinner
before being refinished. The $650 price
tag wasn’t looking so good now. Monday

to be replaced. By now the point of no
return had been passed and it was either
go all the way and fix it right or abandon
it. One way would mean spending a lot
more money while the other would be
losing all I had already invested less what
I could get for the parts. We went ahead.
By the time it was finished the backstrap
and triggerguard were replaced with genuine Colt and the only parts used from
the original “bargain” were the frame
and barrel.
Since the mainframe had some pitting, Eddie antiqued the rest of the gun
and I installed a new pair of
black eagle grips, which were
first artificially aged by
sanding them with a piece of
mesh screen used for sanding
drywall. The bad news is the
project cost me more than a
brand new Colt. The good
news is it is perfectly timed
and shoots exceptionally
well. It handles like a dream
while looking as if it has
endured many cattle drives.

he cards were stacked against me
and what makes it really weird is I
shuffled and dealt them to myself. It
was a cold, wet Saturday and I spent
most of the day at a cowboy action
shooting match. I was tired, wet, had four
black powder firearms to clean and I was
dumb. It was also gun show day and I
was going to do both the match and show
the same day. The show was in its last
hour when I arrived, so I
had to work quickly to find
bargains. Dumb!
Halfway through, I
found that all elusive bargain. There on the table was
a 3rd Generation 71⁄2" Colt
Single Action .44-40 for
only $650 — a bargain! It
didn’t occur to me to
wonder why such a bargain
still remained. Dumb. The
barrel and the cylinder
looked new compared to
Lesson
the pitted frame. The seller
Learned? Almost
said it had gotten wet and
both barrel and cylinder
I vowed it would never
were replaced. The action
happen again. But it did in
seemed quite smooth and
a totally different way. It
OK, and it locked up
took six years and this time
tightly. The mainframe had
it would cost more to make
obviously been refinished The money pits, Colt SAA 71⁄2" .44-40, Great Western 51⁄2" .44 Special, and
it right. Everyone knows
and the grip had a different money pit designee, S&W Triple-Lock 4" .44 Special.
.44 Specials are a special
serial number than the
passion with me. I am
mainframe. With all of this
always on the lookout,
I should have put it back on the table and morning, I purchased a new 3rd especially classic sixguns from the
gone home. Since it had been there all Generation .44-40 Colt cylinder, all new 1950s or earlier. This time my prize
day, I could’ve come down after church, screws and springs, along with a new was a very rare Great Western .44
really taken my time and looked it over bolt and hand. Now the price tag was up Special. In my 50 years of shooting
the carefully. Instead my prize went home over $800. I called Eddie Janis at and accumulating, I have seen very
with me. Dumb.
Peacemaker Specialists and arranged to few Great Western .44 Specials. This
have him do a complete action job and, one was the perfect specimen.
A Closer Look
since the notches on the hammer were
With its nickel-plated finish, 51⁄2"
Arriving home, I first cleaned all the messed up, I asked him to weld it and re- barrel marked “44 Special” and facblack powder guns, oiled them thor- cut the notches. Can you hear the cash tory pearl stocks, it appeared quite
oughly and put them away. After a register ringing?
beautiful and the extra bonus was it
refreshing shower and clean clothes my
When Eddie got the Colt he found the was unfired. I bought it. I soon found
eyes seemed to work better and I saw hammer was welded already and needed there was a real reason for its unfired
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